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This is the busiest time of year for the AN team in Dorohoi. The summer months
are over and many people find themselves unprepared for the coming winter. In
most cases, this is not their fault - the circumstances of their lives prevent them
from saving towards the additional costs of eating adequately and keeping warm.
For these people there is very little chance of having something extra with which
to celebrate Christmas. AN continues to provide clothing and food as resources
permit, plus for some we will be able to provide some firewood. Thanks to the
generosity of our supporters, there will be Christmas gift boxes for children in
some of the rural kindergartens and for some of the poorest families but for many
others Christmas will mean nothing special.
Give thanks ...
1. For the recent delivery of another delivery of aid items and Christmas boxes
sent by our teams in west and south Wales, and for the safe return of the drivers.
2. For those in the UK who put so much effort into helping people in this area.
Please pray ...
1. For the AN staff involved with the checking and distribution of the shoeboxes.
2. For health and safety for the staff of AN during this time when the weather is
cold, driving can be hazardous and demands upon the team are at their greatest.
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In the run-up to Christmas, the RoAF Prayer Meeting will take place at 8 pm on
the third Tuesday monthly; the venue can vary so please contact one of the RoAF
team for confirmation. However, you don’t need to be in Horley - just remember
to pause and pray wherever you are at that time (or, indeed, at any other time).
Below and overleaf we offer some prayer pointers, but please feel free to add your
own items as they come to mind. Prayer is our connection with God’s ultimate
power source and, without prayer support, this work would achieve nothing.
A reminder that the Christmas gift boxes need to be packed up for transport to
Romania this week. The lorry leaves Billingshurst on 22nd November so donors
in south and west Wales have only one or two days remaining whilst those donating via Horley have less than a week. For details contact Bernard Bellingham in
Surrey (01293 784048) or Chris & Ellena Edmonds in s. Wales (01792 862562).
The families of two of the RoAF Trustees are affected by serious illness. Please
pray for Richard and Robert, and their respective families, that they may all know
the peace of God and His love and support during this difficult time.
Give thanks ...
1. For God’s provision for the continuation of the work of RoAF and AN.
2. For five pallet-loads of food collected by the Wallington Round Table, which
will provide a little extra nourishment for many households this winter.
3. For Hull Knitwits - a knitting group has that started to provide RoAF with
good quality hand-knitted items for donation to young mums and needy children.
4. For a constant supply of donations and rapid replenishment of our warehouses.
Please pray ...
1. For the shoebox appeal, especially that the available boxes will be distributed
in a fair way and that they will bring meaningful joy at Christmas.
2. For the team preparing the load due to leave Billingshurst at the end of this
week, for strength and safety in the loading and God’s protection en-route.
3. For the ‘RoAF Irregulars’ - those who become involved with the harvest and
gift box projects. May they recognise God at work through their efforts.
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